TRAINING CYCLE
“THE VIVID LIGHT-MERKABAH OF SIRIUS©“
PSEUDO-SPIRITUALITY –
MASTER JESUS CHRIST AS PARAGON
ST. GERMAIN – CHANNELLING
This is ST. GERMAIN being present; we greet you! Today we want to give you some
information to the subject PSEUDO-SPIRITUALITY and MECHANISMS of
SPIRITUAL DISTORTION in relation to generating spiritual “IMAGINARY WORLDS “
SPIRITUALITY is in no way what many human beings imagine to be. In their
imagination they themselves only "exist" in their own levels of projection, consisting
of mechanisms of extrusion and prevention. SPIRITUALITY should be an entirely
normal fact which takes place in daily life. The grand Master JESUS CHRIST has
been a radiant example for “ SPIRITUALITY ALIVE“ and for a kind of SPIRITUALITY,
being efficient through “DEEDS“.
Again and again in many writings – also in that book you call the Bible – has been
given the hint that JESUS CHRIST especially through his deeds created and set into
motion new energy fields. He was a Master you could “TOUCH“! A Master who
addressed the “HUMAN BEING“, a Master, being “TOUCHABLE“ – and not a so
called GURU, who only moved within elevated spheres and left the humans behind.
He opened up the energy field for SPIRIUAL GROWTH, but your religions interpreted
this entirely wrong and misused it for themselves in a form of DEMARCATION
MECHANISM. This in turn created energy fields for those things which are happening
presently in so called SPIRITUAL or ESOTERIC CIRCLES. In those circles
eventually happens nothing else but picking up the same DEMARCATION and
EXCLUDING MECHANISMS and then enveloping them in so called ESOTERIC
TOPICS. This is not welcome! From the view of the HIGHEST SPIRITUAL LEVELS
exactly for this reason JESUS CHRISTUS is the paragon for what SPIRITUALITY
indeed means.
A life here on this planet, lived in connection with other human beings. A life, lived on
the HEART LEVEL, an operation through LOVE and COMPASSION, with respect
against ALL THAT IS – against every Beings who are connected with life – that is
TRUE SPIRITUALITY!
So we hope that we have brought a little bit of clarity into your imaginations about
SPIRITUALITY. For, everything that moves beyond is nothing else but SPIRITUAL
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IMAGINARY WORLD, a PSEUDO-SPIRITUALITY, but are also kind of laying claim
to power and manipulation, under the CLOAK of "SPIRITUAL WORK".
So we leave it to your CONSCIOUSNESS and your CLARITY, to recognize what is
hidden behind any “LIGHT CLOAK“ and what is hidden behind a so called “SAVIOR“.
ST. GERMAIN is present. We thank you!
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